Greetings,

Thanks to the response from prostate cancer advocates across the country, Senator Dick Durbin’s amendment to preserve funding for prostate cancer research was passed on June 7. It defeated Senator John McCain’s National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA), which would have eliminated the Prostate Cancer Research Program and research funding for many other diseases included in the Congressionally Directed Medical Research Program (CDMRP) at the Department of Defense (DOD).

Patients and caregivers are needed over the next two weeks for a very important study regarding advanced prostate cancer. An incentive of $125 is being offered for a 60-minute interview conducted by phone with a computer and webcam (free webcam provided, if needed). CLICK HERE for required criteria and registration.

If you’re downtown Detroit at noon on June 13, join Us TOO at the Spirit of Detroit statue for a Blue Monday event to kick off Men’s Health Week. We’re teaming up with the Michigan Institute of Urology Men’s Health Foundation, Bayer and baseball legend Ken Griffey Sr. to encourage men to speak up about an important health issue: advancing prostate cancer. Ken, the spokesman for Bayer’s Men Who Speak Up campaign, is touring the country to share his prostate cancer experience and encourage men to speak up about the signs and symptoms of advancing prostate cancer.

The next Us TOO Community Conversation on Prostate Cancer is set for Saturday, June 25, in Austin, Texas. Join the discussion about the importance of informed decision making for patients and caregivers specific to testing, active surveillance, treatment options for all phases of prostate cancer from an initial diagnosis to advancing disease, and management of side effects. CLICK HERE for the Austin flyer with all of the event details; and visit http://www.ustoevents.org/site/R?i=o_TrSciThD0S_0gA42TUfw for more information about the event series.

Remember that Father’s Day is Sunday, June 19. If you’re a dad with kids who are asking you what gift you want for Father’s Day, tell them to honor you as a Super Dad! CLICK HERE.
NEWS YOU CAN USE ARTICLES:

Headlines for this month’s prostate cancer News You Can Use articles are as follows. Links to the full text of each article are available at: [http://www.ustoo.org/Find-News-You-Can-Use](http://www.ustoo.org/Find-News-You-Can-Use)

• Coping with active surveillance anxiety in prostate cancer

• Recent Findings from M.D. Anderson Cancer Center Provide New Insights into Prostate Cancer (Mitochondrial DNA copy number in peripheral blood...

• New Prostate Cancer Study Findings Have Been Reported by Investigators at School of Medicine (An Immune-Inflammation Gene Expression Signature in...

• New Prostate Cancer Study Findings Have Been Reported by Researchers at Samuel Oschin Comprehensive Cancer Institute (Anti-cancer efficacy of SREBP...

• Study suggests testosterone therapy does not raise risk of aggressive prostate cancer

• Radiotherapy halves deaths from prostate cancer 15 years after diagnosis

• Findings from Virginia University Medical Center in the Area of Prostate Cancer Described (New Treatment Options for Patients With Metastatic...

• Wayne State University Details Findings in Prostate Cancer (Multifaceted and personalized therapy of advanced prostate cancer)

• United States: USFDA approves Axumin for recurrent prostate cancer

• Investigators at Dana-Farber Cancer Institute Describe Findings in Prostate Cancer (Chemotherapy for metastatic castrate-sensitive prostate cancer)

• Investigators from University of Michigan Report New Data on Prostate Cancer (Targeting PARP in Prostate Cancer: Novelty, Pitfalls, and Promise)

• Reports from Charles University Add New Data to Findings in Prostate Cancer [Prognosis of Castration-resistant Prostate Cancer Patients - Use of the...

• Studies from Karolinska University Hospital Provide New Data on Prostate Cancer (Radionuclide Therapies in Prostate Cancer:...
Integrating Radium-223 in...

• Study Data from Cedars-Sinai Medical Center Update Knowledge of Prostate Cancer (Greater extent of prostate inflammation in negative biopsies is...)

• Studies Conducted at Michigan State University on Prostate Cancer Recently Reported (Patients' Survival Expectations With and Without Their Chosen...)

• New Findings in Prostate Cancer Described from Medical University (PIAS1 is a determinant of poor survival and acts as a positive feedback regulator...)

• OPKO Health Receives Proposed/Draft Medicare Local Coverage Determination for 4Kscore® Test

• New Data from Minimally Invasive Surgery Center Illuminate Findings in Prostate Cancer (Vasectomy and risk of prostate cancer: a systematic review...)

• New Prostate Cancer Data Have Been Reported by Researchers at Kansas State University (Effect of Saw Palmetto Supplements on Androgen-Sensitive LNCaP...)

• Investigators at University College Have Reported New Data on Prostate Cancer (Physical activity and its mechanistic effects on prostate cancer)

Take care and stay cool! Watch for the July 2016 issue of the Hot SHEET in about two weeks and another update on prostate cancer News You Can Use next month.
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